OFF-SEASON REPLAY QUIZ – SCORING

1. Third and Goal on B-8. QBA1 scrambles to the B-5 where he is hit and stumbles forward
into B’s end zone with possession of the ball. The Line Judge rules A1’s knee touched
the ground at the B-5. Replays show it did not.

__________________________________________________________________

2. First and 10 on B-20. Back A2 runs to the B-3 near the sideline where he is hit causing
him to go airborne. He has the ball in his outside arm, and it crosses the goal line outside
the pylon before he lands out of bounds. The officials rule TD. Replays show A2’s left
leg hitting the pylon just before he landed out of bounds.

__________________________________________________________________

3. First and Goal on B-10. QBA1 scrambles out of the pocket and throws a pass from the B12 to receiver A88 in the end zone. A88 controls the pass while airborne and is hit by
B30 knocking him back into the field of play where he lands on his back and maintains
control of the ball. The officials rule TD.

__________________________________________________________________

4. On a Try from the B-3 the kick is blocked and hits the ground in the end zone where B56
attempts to recover but muffs it and A79 falls on it. The officials award Team A two
points.

__________________________________________________________________

5. First and 10 on A-3. Back A3 gets hit at the line of scrimmage and fumbles the ball into
his own end zone where players from both teams attempt to recover. The Line Judge
rules A2 down prior to losing the ball and there is no video of a clear recovery by either
team.

______________________________________________________________

6. Fourth and 18 on A-5. A1’s punt is partially blocked in the end zone and the ball lands at
the A-6 where B59 muffs it and the ball goes out of bounds through A’s end zone. The
officials rule B59 gained possession and fumbled the ball into the end zone for a
touchback.

________________________________________________________________

7. Third and 10 on A-40. QBA1 is hit at the A-35 and fumbles. B98 picks up the loose ball
and runs toward A’s goal line. At the A-5 he turns and points at A76 who was chasing
him and then drops the ball as he crosses the goal line. The ball bounces through the end
zone and over the end line. The Referee has a flag down for UNS on B98 and the penalty
is enforced from the A-5 giving B the ball 1st and 10 at the A-20. Replays show B98
dropped the ball prior to it breaking the plane of the goal line.

_________________________________________________________

8. First and Goal on B-2. With 12:07 remaining in the 1st quarter, back A2 takes a handoff
and runs into the middle of the line and dives for the goal line. The LOS officials come in
and spot the ball at the ½-yard line. A2 went into a pile and landed in the end zone, but
there is no clear shot of when he was down or the ball in relation to the goal line.

_______________________________________________________________

9. Fourth and Goal on B-2. With 1:40 remaining in the 4th quarter, Team A trails 27-20 and
has one timeout remaining. Back A2 takes a pitch and runs toward the goal line pylon
where he is hit, and the ball comes loose. A80 attempts to recover the ball at the sideline
in the end zone. The officials rule fumble and that A80 recovered the ball in bounds.
Replays show A80 gain control of the ball after his left hand touched the sideline.

_______________________________________________________________

10. Third and Goal on B-9. With 0:50 remaining in the 2nd quarter, receiver A80 catches a
pass at the B-2 and dives for the end zone. The ball breaks the plane of the goal line and
the officials rule TD. Replays show A80’s left elbow down with the ball at the ½-yard
line.

______________________________________________________________

